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•  Interdisciplinary efforts have been many in the past 

•  The  interdisciplinary strategy of                                               
Gerpisa international network and its results 

 

 
An interdisciplinary strategy, led collectively                             
without preliminary theoretical agreement,                                                  

but with method requirements                                                   
to treat the selected research questions                                          

and if possible to build common concepts 
 



The research questions of the six international programs 

 

* Are there one or more industrial models ? (1992-1996)                              
* Are we witnessing the globalization or regionalization of 
automakers ? (1997-2000)                                                           
* Do automotive industries work in mode of competition       
or coordination ? (2001-2004)                                                    
* Does diversity of capitalism explain the variety of 
productive models ? (2005-2008)                                                
* Can car industry be sustainable ? (2009-2012)                         
* What are the processes leading to the new geopolitics of 
the automotive industry ? (2013-2016) 



A wide variety of starting positions 

* no model, only the firms pragmatic piloting according to 
the contexts                                                                            
* the new model is not what it claims to be, but a new form 
of “taylorism”                                                                                                        
* the new model is new, but it supposes the acceptance of 
constraints                                                                                                                
* firms will necessarily converge to the new model because 
of its superiority                                                                                                      
* the new model presents national variations that share 
same principles                                                                                                                              
* new model will hybridize by diffusing to other countries                                                                                                                  
* new models appear, but they are national                                                                             
* we are witnessing an apparent convergence, which is in 
fact the crossing of firms divergent trajectories                                                                                             
* there are several viable models simultaneously 



2. What conditions to common work                                   
by researchers so different :                                 

discipline, nationality, theory, scientific tradition ? 

•  A research question scientifically and politically 
mobilizing 

•  The need to have all the necessary skills to treat the 
research question prevents to demand preliminary 
common theoretical agreement 

•  but the requirement to have the same standard of 
proof appeared possible and acceptable 



1. Conceptual clarification of the terms of the research question 

Example: model                                                                                    
* an invention exposed by its author ?                                                                  
* an ideal to attained ?                                                                          
* a mechanical to profit maximization ?                                                                      
* A stylised set of attributes that really do exist ?                                  
* Building logical sequences based on actors’ allegedly 
fundamental behaviours ?                                                                
* A coherent response to the problems caused by previous 
developments ?                                                                                 
*  No, but a largely unintentional process that creates an external 
relevancy and internal coherency for the changes 

The methodological requirements  



 
2. Consideration of facts usually advanced to defend                 
a particular initial position has frequently revealed                 
their fragility or inadequacy. Example: globalization 
 
3. Decline the research question into logical sub-questions 
and not by discipline or thematic and theoretical preferences 
 
4. Two obstacles: words and tendencies 
. The databases danger 
The same word can cover different realities                    
Different words can mean the same reality 
Examples : group work, modularity, etc.  
. The fascination of novelty 
A new tendency can stop or reverse 
Examples: toyotism, “new economy” 



What common standards of proof ? 

Before to conclude to similarity or difference,                                        

Before to conclude to general and irreversible tendency or 
to local and temporary phenomenon : 

1.  Describe the actual content of the studied phenomena, 
thanks to field investigation 

2.  Search their meaning, thanks the trajectory approach 

3.  Estimate their sustainability, through analysis of their 
conditions of possibility and viability 

 



Common results 

•  The approach helped to achieve a common response to the 
research questions of six programs 

•  All programs concluded to                                                           
"limited diversity, periodically renewed":                                                                               
the first, of productive models,                                                         
the second, of the internationalization trajectories,                    
the third, of the value chain from finance to the aftermarket, 
the fourth, of productive models in a capitalism itself,           
the fifth, of transitional scenarios towards the clean car,             
the sixth, of the international division of labor strategies.  

•  No convergence was observed. How to explain that? 



An analysis schema                                                              
elaborated by the programs officials 

•  The ambition of an interdisciplinary and collective elaboration of an 
explanatory schema could not be performed. Invoked and possible 
reasons : 

 - lack of time 
 - disciplinary reluctance 
 - theoretical impossibility 

 
•  The general explanation proposed by R. Boyer and M. Freyssenet                  

to understand  the limited and renewed diversity of productive models :                                            
 

The profitability of firm depends                                                                           
- on the compatibility of its profit strategy with the national growth mode            

- on the coherence and acceptability of the used means                                          
to implement these strategy 

 



The approach : a logical sequence of questions  

•  Which firms were durably profitable by their automobile 
operations ? The choice of break even point as profitability 
criterion  

•  Two surprises : only three firms,                                                   
two Japanese and one European (Toyota, Honda, Volkswagen) 

•  Had they specific characteristics ? any of the features typically 
considered the source of the performance today :                 
productivity, lean production, externalization, automatization, 
delocalisation, core business, best practices, etc. 

•  The three profitable firms had and have always different           
product policies, productive organizations and wage relationships 

•  So, how to take a seemingly insoluble problem ? 



•  Hence came the profit made ? 

•  From several sources, that were not exploited by the firms        
with the same intensity. Some sources were privileged. 

•  We found six sources, combined or not to form six different  
« profit strategies », confirmed by a statistical analysis                                                                            

•  * socially distinctive quality: margin depends on what the riches 
are willing to pay to distinguish socially                                                              
* volume: economies of scale                                                                                               
* volume and diversity: economies of scale and larger market                                                                     
* diversity and flexibility: margin due to the capacity to respond 
immediately to demand changes                                                                     
* innovation: rent provided by an innovative product as long as it 
is not copied                                                                                       
* cost reduction at constant volume: margin due to the increase of 
the gap cost-price at constant volume  

•  Why the profit sources cannot be exploited with the same 
intensity? Why some profit strategies were no longer relevant? Why 
the same profit strategy was profitable for one firm, and not for an 
other?  



•  Each profit source and profit strategy require special 
conditions of possibility concerning labour and market. 
Example: quality strategy 

•  Countries and periods do not offer the same labour and 
market conditions of possibility. Example: Ford in Europe 
and Japan during the inter-wars. 

•  The labour and market conditions of possibility depend on 
the « growth modes » of the countries during a given period 

•  The « growth modes » are characterized by the source of 
growth (consumption, investment, exportation) and the 
mode of the national revenue distribution (competitive, 
coordinated and moderately hierarchized, inegalitarian, 
egalitarian) 

•  The growth modes permissiveness explained the results of 
some firms, but not all 



•  Each profit strategy requires special conditions of viability. 
Example: innovation and flexibility strategy 

•  The viability condition of firm strategy was the coherence of 
means to implement it in three domains: product policy, 
productive organization and employment relationships 

•  The coherence of means is obtained by an « enterprise 
government compromise » between the main firm actors 

•  Six productive models were identified:                                        
taylorian, woollardian, fordian, sloanian, toyotian, hondian 

Relevance of profit strategy to the growth mode                                          
and  coherence of means to implement it                                      

thanks to an enterprise government compromise                                  
are the two conditions of firm profitability                                                      

and the two characteristics of a productive model                 
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Reviews and development of the analysis schema 

•  Had we identified all profit sources and profit strategies?             
- financial profits ?                                                                                        
- extra benefit of price maker? 

•  How models travel?                                                                         
- Are same profit strategy and same productive model 
possible for a firm in all countries? Example Toyota, Honda, 
VW  

•  How profit is produced along the value chain and how it is 
distributed among the companies?  

•  The importance of national conditions, in particular the 
wage nexus in construction firms models                  



•  Is not the importance of national wage nexus 
underestimated? German example 

 
•  And many others questions … 

•  The analysis schema remains the background of 
reflection Gerpisa work in progress, until something 
better 

•  It helped to understand changes which occur after its 
elaboration: failure of GM and Chrysler, PSA crisis, 
success of VW, difficulties of Toyota and Honda, 
different transition scenarios to clean car, etc… 



The experience of Gerpisa international network             
from point of view of interdisciplinarity 

•  Successful conditions: common research question, field 
requiring interdisciplinarity, common methodological 
requirements, multidisciplinary work group by logical sub 
questions, steering committee composed by work group 
officials, program leaders invested in its realization, renewed 
financing, etc. 

•  The results and the proposed concepts could not be 
obtained by the disciplines independently. They are 
appropriable by all social sciences. 

•  Were they reused ? 



Conclusion 

We can say : no !                                                                             
Why ? 

 

•  Probably two main reasons :                                                              
-  The current academic requirements lead researchers to a 
disciplinary focus on limited topics                                            
- The reuse of developed concepts involves considerable 
investigation work, that can only be achieved by a network as 
Gerpisa                                                                


